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   Class Notes 
Class: XI 

 

Date: 14-Dec-2020 

Subject: Informatics Practices 

 

Topic: Lists 

 

Program 31: Write a program that displays options for deleting elements in a list 

with option for : if element is to be deleted with value or by using its position or a 

list slice is to be deleted. 

Solution: 

val = [ 17, 23, 18, 19] 

print ("The list is : ", val) 

print(" Deletion Menu") 

print ("1. Delete using Value") 

print("2. Delete using index") 

print ("3. Delete a sublist") 

dch = int (input ("Enter choice :")) 

if dch == 1 : 

    item = int (input ("Enter item to be deleted :")) 

    val.remove(item) 

    print ("List now is :", val) 

elif dch == 2 : 

    index = int (input ("Index of item to be deleted:)) 

    val.pop(index) 

    print ("List now is :", val) 

elif dch == 3 : 

    l = int(input("Lower limit of list slice :")) 

    h = int(input("Upper limit of list slice :")) 

    del val[l:h] 

    print ("List now is :", val)  

else: 

    print("valid choices are 1/2/3 only.") 

Program 32: Write a program that inputs a list, replicates it twice and then prints the 

sorted list in ascending and descending orders. 

Solution: 

val = eval(input("Enter a list : ")) 

print("Original list :", val) 

val = val * 2 
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print("Replicated list : ", val) 

val.sort() 

print ("Sorted in ascending order :", val) 

val.sort(reverse=True) 

print("Sorted in descending order:", val) 

Program 33: Program to find the minimum element from a list of element along with 

its index in the list. 

Solution: 

lst=eval(input ("Enter list : ")) 

length = len(lst) 

min_ele = lst[0] 

min_index= 0 

for i in range(1, length) : 

    if lst[i] < min_ele : 

        min_ele=lst[i] 

        min_index=i 

print ("Given list is : ", lst) 

print("The minimum element of the given list is :“,min_ele) 
print (min_ele, "at index ", min_index) 

Program 34: Program to count the frequency of a given element in a list of numbers. 

Solution: 

lst = eval (input("Enter list :"))  

length = len(lst) 

element = int(input("Enter element :")) 

print(lst) 

count = 0 

for i in range(0, length): 

    if element == lst[i]: 

        count += 1 

if count ==0: 

    print(element, "not found in given list") 

else: 

    print(element, "has frequency as", count, "in given list") 

Program 35: Write a program to input two lists and display the maximum element 

from the elements of both the lists combined, along with its index in its lists. 

Example: 

Enter list1: [6,8,11,6,12,7,16] 

Enter list2: [34,11,23,11] 
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Output: 34 the maximum value is in list2 at index 0 

Solution: 

lst1=eval(input("Enter elements of list1: ")) 

lst2=eval(input("Enter elements of list2: ")) 

mx1=max(lst1) 

mx2=max(lst2) 

if mx1>mx2: 

    print(mx1,"the maximum value is in list1 at index",lst1.index(mx1)) 

else: 

    print(mx2,"the maximum value is in list2 at index",lst2.index(mx2)) 

Program 36: Write a program to input a list of numbers and swap elements at the 

even location with the elements at the odd location. 

Example: 

Enter a list: [12, 23, 45, 16, 22, 34] 

Output: 

List after swapping: [23, 12, 16, 45, 34, 22] 

Solution 36: 

val=eval(input("Enter elements of list: ")) 

print("Original list is: ",val) 

s=len(val) 

if s%2 != 0: 

    s=s-1 

for i in range(0, s, 2): 

    val[i],val[i+1]=val[i+1],val[i] 

print("List after swapping : ", val) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


